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Liouville’s classical theorem assures that every harmonic function on the whole
space R n that is moreover bounded from below is a constant. It is easy to observe
that, generally, the same result does not hold if we replace the whole space R n
with an exterior domain. Hence, in this paper we provide a Liouville-type theorem
for harmonic functions defined on exterior domains. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let f : R2 “ R be a function that is bounded from below and satisfying
the Laplace equation:
› 2 f x , y › 2 f x , yŽ . Ž .
q s 0 1Ž .2 2› x › y
Ž . 2for every x, y g R . Then Liouville’s theorem assures that f is a con-
stant.
It is easy to observe that, in general, this result is not true when the
function is defined on an exterior domain, that is the complementary of a
compact set. Let K be a compact subset of R2 and f : R2 R K “ R a
Ž .function that is bounded from below and satisfying the equation 1 for
Ž . 2every x, y g R R K ; the following example shows that, in this case,
these hypothesis do not assure that f is a constant.
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2 Ž .4EXAMPLE 1.1. Let f : R R 0, 0 “ R be the function defined by
x
f x , y sŽ . 2 2x q y
Ž . 2 Ž .4for every x, y g R R 0, 0 . It is easy to prove that this is an harmonic
function. Moreover, the circumstance that
lim f x , y s 0Ž .
5Ž .5x , y “q‘
assures that there exist r ) 0 such that the restriction of f to the set
2 Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .R R B 0, r denoting by B 0, r the closed ball centered in 0, 0 and with
.ray equal to r is bounded from below. Therefore, this restriction is
2 Ž .bounded from below and harmonic in R R B 0, r ; anyway it is not a
constant.
For this reason, it is natural to investigate the problem to find some
conditions assuring that the thesis of Liouville’s theorem for harmonic
function defined on exterior domain continues to hold.
Hence, in this paper, we provide with a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that assures an harmonic function, defined on an exterior domain and
bounded from below, to be a constant. We operate making use of a recent
Ž w x.result concerning Ekeland’s variational principle see 1 , that will be
recalled in the next section.
2. PRELIMINARIES
At first we give the preliminary results necessary to prove the main
2 Ž .theorem. In the sequel, if S : R , we denote by int S , S, and ›S,
respectively, the interior, the closure, and the boundary of the set S.
2 Ž .Moreover, if x , x , . . . , x g R , we denote with S x , x , . . . , x the1 2 n 1 2 n
 4convex hull of the set x , x , . . . , x .1 2 n
2 Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let S : R be a con¤ex and bounded subset and x g int S .0
Then e¤ery line through x contains two different points of ›S.0
Proof. Let r be a line through x . The point x divides r in two0 0
half-lines. If we fix our attention on one of them, we can find a point
x f S in this half-line because S is bounded. We want to prove that the1
Ž .set S x , x l ›S is non-empty.0 1
 w x Ž . 4The set l g 0, 1 : l x q 1 y l x g S is non-empty and bounded;1 0
 w x Ž . 4therefore there exists l s sup l g 0, 1 : l x q 1 y l x g S . It is easy1 0
Ž .to prove that the point z s l x q 1 y l x belongs to ›S.1 0
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We can operate in the same way on the other half-line in order to
obtain another point belonging to ›S. These two points are certainly
different because they belong to opposite half-lines. They are the same
point when both of them coincide with x . But this is not possible because0
Ž .x belongs to int S and it cannot be a border point.0
A crucial role is played by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K : R2 be a non-empty compact con¤ex set and
A : R2 R K such that
Ž . Ž . 2i conv A s R ;
Ž . 2ii for e¤ery con¤ex set C : R R K, the set A l C is con¤ex.
Then A s R2 R K.
Proof. Let x g R2 R K. Our aim is to prove that x g A. Surely we0 0
can find a triangle which contains both K and x because K is bounded.0
 4Let y be the vertices of this triangle. After fixing i, we consideri is1, 2, 3
the two lines through y and each one containing a side of the triangle.i
These two lines divide R2 in four parts. Let S i be the opposite part, in1
respect of the point y , to the one containing the triangle. Besides, wei
assign the letters S i , S i , S i anticlockwise to the other three parts.2 3 4
Ž i . Ž i .Our first step is to prove that int S l A / B. Let x g int S . The1 1 1
Ž .hypothesis i assures that there exist x , x , x g A such that x g2 3 4 1
Ž . iS x , x , x . If none of the points x , x , x belongs to S , surely at least2 3 4 2 3 4 1
one of them is forced to belong to S i because of the convexity of the set2
S i j S i . For example, let x g S i . In a similar way we can suppose that3 4 2 2
x g S i .4 4
Ž . Ž . Ž i .Now we investigate the set S x , x . If S x , x l int S / B then,2 4 2 4 1
Ž . Ž . Ž i .thanks to the hypothesis ii , we have S x , x : A and then A l int S2 4 1
/ B.
Ž . Ž i .Otherwise, if S x , x l int S s B then the point x does not be-2 4 1 3
i i Ž . i i ilong to S . In fact, if x g S then x g S x , x , x : S j S j S3 3 3 1 2 3 4 2 3 4
that is a contradiction.
Moreover, at least one of the two sets
S x , x l int S i , S x , x l int S iŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 3 1 3 4 1
Ž .is non-empty thanks to Lemma 2.1 applied to the set S x , x , x . There-2 3 4
Ž . Ž i .fore, for instance, let S x , x l int S / B. This assures that the point2 3 1
i Ž . Ž i .x belongs to S and then S x , x : A. Consequently A l int S / B.3 4 2 3 1
This argument can be repeated for every i s 1, 2, 3; therefore we can
Ž i .  4choose u g A l int S for every i g 1, 2, 3 .i 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Surely the sets S u , u , S u , u , and S u , u are contained in A1 2 2 3 1 3
Ž .thanks to the hypothesis ii , and therefore, if we consider the set
Ž .S u , u , u , its boundary does not intersect K and is contained in A.1 2 3
Now, if we consider a line strictly separating the compact convex set K
from the point x and consider the parallel line to this one passing0
through the point x , using the Lemma 2.1, there exist two different points0
Ž .¤ and ¤ on this line which belong also to the boundary of S u , u , u1 2 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .and such that x g S ¤ , ¤ . Then, thanks again to the hypothesis ii ,0 1 2
Ž .S ¤ , ¤ : A, and this completes the proof.1 2
Ž .At this point we can easily prove that the hypothesis ii of the above
result can be weakened.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K be a non-empty compact con¤ex set and A :
R2 R K such that
Ž . Ž . 2i conv A s R ;
Ž . 2ii for e¤ery open con¤ex set C : R R K, the set A l C is con¤ex.
Then A s R2 R K.
Proof. To prove this result we make use of the previous Proposition.
Let C be a convex set of R2 R K. We have to prove that the set C l A is
convex.
Ž .Therefore, let x , x g C l A. The segment S x , x is contained in C1 2 1 2
and therefore in R2 R K. Then it is a compact set contained in an open
set, therefore we can choose an open convex set B containing the segment
2 Ž .and contained in R R K. Thanks to the hypothesis ii , the set B l A is
Ž .convex and therefore it contains the segment S x , x . This segment is1 2
also contained in C l A and this fact concludes our proof.
w xBefore establishing other results we need to recall Theorem 1 of 1
which is a qualitative complement to Ekeland’s variational principle.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space and f : X “ R a lower
semicontinuous function, bounded from below. Assume that
f xŽ .
lim sup - q‘.
5 5x5 5x “q‘
f xŽ .Then, for e¤ery e ) lim sup , one has5 x 5 “q‘ 5 5x
conv E s X ,Ž .f , e
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where
5 5E s y g X : f y - f x q e x y y ; x g X , x / y . 4Ž . Ž . .f , e
The next result is the extension of the previous result to functions defined
on complementary of closed and bounded sets.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a real Banach space, K a closed and bounded
subset of X, and f : X R K “ R a lower semicontinuous function, bounded
from below such that
f xŽ .
lim sup - q‘.
5 5x5 5x “q‘
f xŽ .Then, for e¤ery e ) lim sup , one has5 x 5 “q‘ 5 5x
5 5conv ygX R K : f y - f x qe x y y ; xgX R K , x / y sX . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Proof. Put a s inf f and consider the function g : X “ R defined byC
putting
f x if x g X R KŽ .g x sŽ . ½ a if x g K .
Obviously the function g is bounded from below on X and moreover
g x f xŽ . Ž .
lim sup s lim sup - q‘.
5 5 5 5x x5 5 5 5x “q‘ x “q‘
We want to prove that g is also lower semicontinuous. If r g R, we have
X if a ) r
x g X : g x ) r s 4Ž . ½ x g X R K : f x ) r if a F r . 4Ž .
Then, because of the openness of the set X R K, we obtain the lower
semicontinuity of the function g thanks to a well-known characterization.
Hence, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to the function g and then, fixed
f xŽ .
e ) lim sup , we obtain5 x 5 “q‘ 5 5x
conv E s X .Ž .g , e
Moreover, it is obvious that
E l X R K s E R KŽ .g , e g , e
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and that
conv E R K s XŽ .g , «
because K is bounded. Therefore, being
E l X R KŽ .g , e
5 5: y g X R K : f y - f x q e x y y ; x g X R K , x / y , 4Ž . Ž .
our aim is reached.
Thanks to the previous result, now we can obtain another result regard-
ing the Gateaux differentiable functions.ˆ
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a real Banach space, K a closed and bounded
subset of X, and f : X R K “ R a lower semicontinuous and Gateauxˆ
differentiable function, bounded from below. Assume that
f xŽ .
lim sup - q‘.
5 5x5 5x “q‘
f xŽ .Then, for e¤ery e ) lim sup one has5 x 5 “q‘ 5 5x
conv x g X R K : f 9 x F e s X . 4Ž .Ž .X *
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 2.2, one has that
5 5conv y g X R K : f y - f x q e x y y ; x g X R K , x / y s X . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
It is easy to see that
5 5y g X R K : f y - f x q e x y y ; x g X R K , x / y 4Ž . Ž . .
: y g X R K : f 9 y F e 4Ž . X *
thanks also to the openness of the set X R K. The previous inclusion and
the use of Theorem 2.2 assures the validity of our thesis.
3. THE MAIN RESULT
Now we are able to present the Liouville-type theorem for harmonic
functions defined on an exterior domain. In the sequel we denote the
› › 2Ž .symbolic vector , of R by =. Therefore =f will denote the gradient
› x › y
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of the function f. Moreover in order to simplify the notation, we denote,
for instance, the partial derivative of the function f in respect of the
variable x by the symbol f . The space R2 is endowed by the Euclideanx
norm.
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a non-empty compact con¤ex set of R2 and
f : R2 R K “ R an harmonic function, bounded from below. Assume that
f x , yŽ .
lim s 0. 2Ž .
x , y5Ž .5 Ž .x , y “q‘
Then the function f is constant, if and only if the relation
2
=f x , y =f x , y F =f x , y 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x x
Ž . 2holds for e¤ery x, y g R R K.
Ž .Proof. Obviously, if f is a constant, the relation 3 holds. Now let us
prove the contrary. It suffices to prove that
sup =f x , y s 0.Ž .
2Ž .x , y gR RK
Arguing by contradiction, suppose that the above number is strictly
greater than zero. Then we can choose
f x , yŽ .
0 s lim - e - sup =f x , y .Ž .
x , y5Ž .5 Ž .x , y “q‘ 2Ž .x , y gR RK
2Ž . 4Therefore, if we consider the set x, y g R R K : =f x , y - e ,Ž .
Theorem 2.3 assures that
2 2conv x , y g R R K : =f x , y F e s R 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž w x.and, because of the finite dimensionality, this fact is equivalent see 2 to
assert
2 2conv x , y g R R K : =f x , y F e s R . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Now we make use of the Proposition 2.2 choosing
2A s x , y g R R K : =f x , y F e . 4Ž . Ž .
Now we show that all the hypothesis are satisfied. We have only to prove
that, if C : R2 R K is an open convex set, the set C l A is also convex.
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One has
C l A s x , y g C : =f x , y F e . 4Ž . Ž .
5 5 2 2If we consider the function H s =f , since in R we consider the
Euclidean norm, one has H s f 2 q f 2. We want to prove that the functionx y
H: C “ R is a convex function. To this aim we make use of a classical
result regarding convex functions assuring that the function H is a convex
function if the quadratic form related to the Hessian matrix
H Hx x x y
H Hx y y y
is semidefinite positive. The two conditions assuring that this quadratic
form is semidefinite positive are
Ž .i H G 0;x x
Ž . 2ii H H y H G 0x x y y x y
pointwise in C.
Ž . Ž .In order to prove the i we make use of the relation 3 , obtaining
2 2 2 2 2 2f q f G f q f f q f'Ž . Ž .x x x y x y x x x x x y
2 2 < <s f f q f f q f f y f f G f f q f f .'Ž . Ž .x x x x y x x y x x x y y x x x x x x x y x x y
In particular we obtain that f 2 q f 2 G yf f y f f and sox x x y x x x x y x x y
H s 2 f 2 q f 2 q f f q f f G 0.Ž .x x x x x y x x x x y x x y
Moreover, if we calculate the derivatives, we can see that the relation
Ž .ii is easier than usual because the function f is harmonic and therefore
we can simplify the expression of the elements of the Hessian matrix. In
fact
H s 2 f 2 q f 2 q f f q f f ,Ž .x x x x x y x x x x y x x y
H s 2 f 2 q f 2 q f f q f f s 2 f 2 q f 2 y f f y f f ,Ž . Ž .y y x y y y x x y y y y y y x x x y x x x x y x x y
and
H s 2 f f q f f q f f q f f s 2 f f y f f .Ž . Ž .x y x x x y x y y y x x x y y x y y x x x y y x x x
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Therefore
2 22 2 2H H y H s 4 f q f y f f q f fŽ .Ž .x x y y x y x x x y x x x x y x x y
2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2y f f y f f s 4 f q f y f q f f q fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x x y y x x x x x x y x y x x x x x y
2s 4 =f x , y y =f x , y =f x , y G 0Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /x x x
Ž .thanks to the relation 3 .
Hence the quadratic form related to the Hessian matrix is semidefinite
positive. This fact, together with the openness of the set C, assures that
< < 2the function =f is a convex function and therefore a quasi-convex
< <function. Consequently the function =f is also quasi-convex and there-
fore its sublevel sets, in particular C l A, are convex sets.
Then the Proposition 2.2 assures that
2 2x , y g R R K : =f x , y F e s R R K 4Ž . Ž .
and this is a contradiction because
2sup =f x , y ) e .Ž . R
2Ž .x , y gR RK
Hence the function f has to be a constant because its gradient is
2identically zero in R R K.
Ž .Generally in the previous result the hypothesis 3 cannot be removed.
In fact, if we consider the same function of the Example 1.1 and consider
2 Ž .its restriction to the set R R B 0, r , this restriction satisfies all the
Ž .hypothesis of the Theorem 3.1 excepting the hypothesis 3 , as one can
easily see by calculating its partial derivatives.
We would like to point out that, at present, we do not know if Theorem
Ž .3.1 continues to hold without the hypothesis 2 .
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